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Abstract— With the rapid development of technology and easy availability of internet to end users, usage of social networks 

also increased in last decade. Users share so many information on social media networks like Twitter. With high usage of 

social media networks there are positive and negative perceptions to the world. So many wrong information are spread so fast. 

Information sharing has been fasten then ever during the era of social media. In this paper we are focusing on study of 

Problem with Rumor Detection on Twitter Data. For our research purpose we have reviewed so many techniques and founded 

some important summary. As a part of our research work we have researched over the usage of Machine Learning Techniques 

for Rumor Detection. 
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Introduction 

As a part of revolution in communication sector, it is very easy to share the information/data to anywhere using various 

platforms. Large amount of data are shared on various social media platforms on daily basis. Social media platforms like 

twitter allow the user various platforms to share their data. Users are from each part of the world and they upload either their 

own data/images or they share the content that is uploaded by another users. As there is no any proper data authentication 

techniques in social media networks wrong information are also uploaded. These type of information are called rumors. 

Sometime rumors in some area spreads so quickly, so that to prevent the damage by the same becomes very hard. There are so 

many examples of rumors like ‘Child Kidnapping Gang in India’ ,’Tsunami  and Earth Quake  ’ etc. that damaged human 

lives also. 

 
Fig1: Social Media Rumors in India 

 

Spreading of rumors can also harm the credibility of internet. There are some other examples of rumor those are spread. 

During the 2016 U.S. presidential election[6], presidential candidates and their supporters were actively involved on Facebook 

and Twitter to do campaigns and express their opinions. However, as many as 529 different rumor stories pertaining to 

presidential candidates Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton were spreading on social media during the election [4]. These 

rumors reached millions of voters via social network promptly and potentially influenced the election[XX]. 

On April 23rd 2013, the official Twitter account of Associated Press was hacked to sent out a tweet claiming two explosions 

happened in the White House and the president got injured. Even though this rumor was quickly debunked, it still spread to 

millions of users and caused severe social panic, resulting in a dramatic crash of the stock market immediately [5].[XX] 

In March 2014, promptly after the emergency event “Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 Lost Contact”, 92 different rumor 

stories were spread widely on SinaWeibo, the primary microblog service in China [6]. These rumors blocked people from 
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knowing the real situation of the event and damaged the feelings of family members related to the missing passengers on the 

plane[xx] 

Due to large amount of data and fast submission of information it is nearly impossible to detect rumors manually. Automatic 

rumor detection technique are required to reduce the influence of rumors.  Basically there are four main challenges towards 

automatic detection of rumors on social media like Twitter. 

1. Semantics Understanding : Mostly rumor stories are mixed up with original stories and it is very difficult for machine to 

detect by only semantics similarity.  Machine has to find the real meaning of the story and then label it. 

2. Huge Variations : Rumors are not spread in particular category or particular area. It has changes to spread in each type of 

category so it is hard for a machine to detect the original and fake news. 

3. Multimodal Information : Rumors may have in text format or in image format or may have in video format. So to find 

out proper rumors we have to process for all type of media. 

4. User interaction : As so many rumors are spread as a part of propaganda, we have to detect the network of users based on 

the interaction of users. 

Various methods those we have studied related to Rumor Detection 

In paper “Towards Automated Real-Time Detection of Misinformation on Twitter” [1] they have  used comparison of tweets 

with verified  and trusted articles and applied their algorithm for text matching. For their process they detected trends and 

founded reliable sources for the same trend. Graph based approach is applied for relating the tweets. They have achieved 

nearly 77% accuracy for their research work. 

 

 
Fig2: Flow for Rumor Detection in Paper[1] 

 

In paper “Automatic detection of Rumored Tweets and finding its Origin”[2] , they have focused on identifying the user or 

user group that is responsible for spreading the rumors based on any propaganda. They used technique to find origin of tweet 

and based on feature extraction and classification techniques they have achieved nearly 86% accuracy. They have applied J48 

decision tree training classifier and applied the same for live streaming data. 

 

In paper “Provenance-Based Rumor Detection”[3] they have applied RNN based approach to improve the accuracy of Rumor 

detection. They have enriched the social media contents by adding provenance information. They have collected extra 

information of any events from the tweet content links. Hyperlinks are carefully used for detecting extra information. They 

have achieved 85% accuracy in their Provenance Based Approach. They have used twitter and weibo dataset for their 

experiment. They also modified and added the contents to current dataset based on their method before sending it to the 

classification phase. 

 

In paper “Rumor response, debunking response, and decision makings of misinformed Twitter users during disasters” [4], 

authors have focused on response behavior of the user after sharing the misinformation. Their study is based on the tweets in 

particular disaster duration. They have collected the data using Twitter Restful API. They have applied SC (Status 

Classification),RRA (Rumor Response Analysis), DUTC (Debunking users and tweet collecting), DRA (Debunking Response 

Analysis) and CEA (Confirming Effectiveness Analysis). They have generated Decision Tree for misinformed social media 

user like below example. 
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Fig:3 Decision tree for Rumor Detection 

 

In Paper “Utilizing computational trust to identify rumor spreaders on Twitter” [5] authors used a novel machine-learning-

based approach for automatic identification of the users who spread rumorous information on Twitter by leveraging 

computational trust measures in particular concept of Believability. They have generated a directed graph for retweets. They 

have calculated trusingness and trustworthiness based on re tweets of the user and the tweets use re-tweet. It is used to detect 

the reliability of any individual user. They also applied a new concept of Belivability that is a quantitative figure based on 

graph (edges). They have used two different dataset Twitter15 and Twitter16 for their work and achieved nearly 79% 

accuracy. 

In paper “Detecting Rumors on Online Social Networks Using Multi-layer Autoencoder”[6] they have used autoencoder to 

build models to profile individual user’s behaviors based on the recent micro blogs they posted. They discussed the influence 

of autoencoder modules with different number of hidden layers on the detection performances through various experiments. 

They founded Deviation Degree of the post for prediction purpose. 

 
Fig:4 Model for Rumor Detection for Weibo 

They have performed their experiments on the dataset of ‘Weibo’ a well known social media network in China. By applying 

various levels to the model they have acquired 88% accuracy for detection of rumor posts. 

 

Summary of Survey 

After reviewing so many techniques for detection of automatic rumor on twitter, we have derived some key points those are 

useful for next level work of . 

For automatic detection of rumors using machine learning we can not rely on either only tweet content or only user data. We 

have to consider user behavior, original source of rumors, other truthful sources of the same topic and also we have to enrich 

the content as twitter content are relatively smaller in size. 
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